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bunmiary 
'ITiis instniTient (.LG8ig;n.wii initially for comaGroicvl laid-vfater 
trawling;, but ie equally aiiplicable in any situation whore the depth 
of equipment has to be measured.. It is designed to fxive a 
continuous monikor of the deptli of a net v.hilst in use. It consists 
oi a self-containt^d unit attached to the towing wari] at the net 
which sends out an acoustic signal toAvards the ship^ the frecjuency 
of the si^ ;nal being dependent on depth This signal is picked up 
by a hydrophone towed behind the ship. The receiver unit which is 
situated on deck measures the inoo^ aing frequency by a simple hetero-
dyne method. The present overall accuracy of the whole system is 
about of full scale over a temperature ran^e of 0°C to 20°G, 
with depth ranges of 0 to 200 metres and 0 to oOO metres, but it is 
hoped shortly to improve this by a factor of about %. 
1 * 
This equipment was initially designed to measure the depth of 
mid-vfater trawls. It can, however, be used in any app3.ioc.tion where 
the depth of equipment is to be measured. In this report we will 
consider its application in mid-water trawling. The original idea 
for this instrument was inspired by that described by Htepheiis, F.ll. 
and Shea, F.J. (1956), which was itself based on one described by 
Dow (1955). The general conception of these instruments has much 
in common. 
2, Principal of Operation 
The equipment consists of three parts (see Fig. I); a transmitter, 
a receiver, and a receiving hydrophone. The transmitter is attached 
to the trawl warp (see Fig. 2). The transmitter sends towards the 
ship an acoustic signal who^e frequency depends on pressure and thus 
on its depth. This is received by a hydrophone towed astern of the 
ship. The re reiving hydrophone feeds a receiver which amplifies the 
signal, beats it with a local oscillator and detects the resulting 
audio-frequency signcil. This is then amplified and fed into a loud-
speaker. The frequency of the local oscillator is adjusted until a 
aero beat note is obtained on the loudspeaker, and then the depth of 
the transmitter may be read direct].y from a dial which is coupled to 
the tuning circuit (as in a radio receiver). 
3. [^e Transmitter 
The transmitter measures depth by measuring hydrostatic pressure. 
The pressure measuring olemer': is an enoastrs diaphragm attached to 
a parallel plate capacitor, the capacitance of which varien ^ith 
pressure (see Fig, )), This capacitor forms part of the capacitance 
of a resonant circuit in a transistor oscillator (see Fig. 4). Thus 
changes of pressure produce changes of frequency of the oscillator. 
The oscillator output is amplified by a power transistor which is 
transformer-coupled into a pieBO-eleotric acoustic output transducer. 
This output transducer consists of four elements in parallel which 
are installed in an oil filled housing (see Fig. 3). Foam rubber is 
fitted behind the rear faces of the t ts to stop backward rcaiat^on 
of energy. The acoustic output is %r' . itted chrough a fibreglass 
window; this window prevents the fOc.'j.i r^uber pressure release ir:,ateri.al 
from being compressed by hydrostatic pressure and at the same time 
provides a reasonably good acoustic match between castor oil and water. 
The acoustic output is about one quarter of a watt and has a beam 
angle of about 10° between half po^er points. 
In practice the resonant frequency (about 50 kc/s) of the piezo-
* 
Ine coil is therefore a teroidal coil wouna on a lo% temperatura 
coefficient d-ust-core. 
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elootric elwnioiits are Measured, and, the osolHator frequency ad.jus ted. 
to give this frequency at the greatest depth,i.^. when the oapaoitanoo 
of the enociatro pl,':i,te is a maximw.i, 'Die oap,':t,uitQ.Tice varies from $0 
to 150 p^ ^or full scale and thia gives a ch^ n.^ ^ of frequency of 
about 6 kc/a. 
frg coil of the oscillator haa to bo very carefully constructed 
to reduce i^s temperature coefficient. Temparature coefficients are 
the main source of error in the system To get an accuracy of of 
full scale the transmitter and receivnr must have a total temperature 
stability of 3 cycles/"G. * 
the oscillator has a temperature coefficient of about 2 oyoles/°C. 
This is reduced, by choosing a suitablu temperature coefficient for the 
tuning capacitor which is in parallel with the pressure plate. 
The transmitter is installed in a pressure case (see Fig, 5) with 
the fibre-glass window and encastre plate exposed to the sea, A 
separate coupartment of the pressure case houses a o volt lantern 
battery which is switched on by a pressure switch at a depth of about 
10 feet. This battery supplies power to the transmitter and lasts 
for 10 hours continuous running. 
4. ReceivinK Hydrophone (see Fig. 6) 
This picks up the acoustical signal from the transmitter with a 
piezo-electric transducer identical to that in the transmitter. It 
is towed astern on a strain-bearing co-axial cable which carries the 
received signal to the receiver. The hydrophone contains a single 
transistor amplifying stage whose collector load is in the reoeiver 
(see Fig. g). 
5. Receiver (see Pig. 7) 
This receives the incoming signal, amplifies it, and passes it 
through a frequency changer which produces an audio-frequency signal 
equal to the difference between the incoming si&nal and the local 
oscillator frequency. The local oscillator covers the same frequency 
ranp^ as the transmitter oscillator, and in use is adjusted to be at 
the same frequency as the transmitter. This is achieved by feeding 
the difference frequency to a loudspeaker, an& tuning the local 
oscillator until the frequency heard drops to sero. The difference 
frequency must be less than approximately 30 cycles/sec to obtain the 
necessary accuracy, and the loudspeaker is not capable of handling 
these low frequencies. The difference frequency signal is therefore 
amplified and limited so that it approaches a square wave, and at low 
frequencies a series of clicks are hoard.. Thus, to find the depth of 
the transmitter, the local oscillator is tuned until nothing is heard 
on the speaker. The depth is then read off a previously calibrated 
dial coupled to the tuning capacitor of the local oscillator. 
At extreme range the signal to noise ratio uay be poor. In 
these oircuiostanoes a slightly different prooedure coiUd. be used. 
The ear acts as a \ery efficient filter and can detect a weak 
continuous tone superimposed on a much larger noise background, but 
the loudspeaker-ear combination is not efficient belov about 200 c.p.s, 
In these circumstances the local oscillator is tuned to give a 
detectable tone on one side of balance, then to give the same tone on 
the other side of balance, and the mean of the readings is taken. 
The receiver also is powered by a 6 volt lantern battery. 
6. Perf ormpjice 
A 200 T^tre and a 600 metre unit have been tested at sea on an 
laaacH-Fidd Trawl. Both performed oatiRiaotorarily and 
Blank ranges of lOOOretres were obtained, with no difficulty at a 
speed of j knotc. 
The desired overall accuraoy of thia syatem is 1 ^  of full scale, 
i.e. ±2 metres or ±6 uotroa. Thia accuraoy has to hold over a 
temperature range of 0 to 20°C. 
Due to temperature oompens^tion problems an overall accuracy 
of 1 has so far been obtained. It la hoped, however, to improve 
thit shortly. 
The whole equipment is trnjislstorlgGd and dGsl.xnod for rugf^ ednesr 
The weight of the transmitter is 28 lb in air. 
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In practice engineers would. Rcraly inaert ooeffioiento (usually 
in db's; into the relevant equations to find the power required to 
transmit a certain frequency over a &iven distance. Here we will 
consider it from a slightly simplified physical Gapect. 
Let ^  = Electrical power supplies to the transmitting transducer 
(vatts) 
P = Acoustical power transmitted into the water (watts) 
E = Electrical transfer efficiency of the transducer 
Then P = E % 
If tne bear:-, is assu^ '.ied to be conical with a bearc angle of 6 betrmon 
balf-power points, then 8, the solid angle of the transmitter beam 
is given 1:y 
8 = 2?(1 - cos 0/2) radians 
Then the transmitter (as seen from within the bea^) appears to 
be ano:;jn.i-directional transmitter vd.th an acoustical powei" P' 
where P' = P z watts. 
Neglecting for the moment absorption of energy' by the water, within 
the beam the acoustic liiteasity I jji watts/cai at a distance r cms 
from the transmitter is given by 
* P' i ,, / 2 
Now I = — w a t t s / c m ' 
pc.10' 
where p = soiind pi^ essure in dynes/cm^ 
p = density of the mediUi.: in grains/om^  
0 5 velocity of sound in the medium in cq/sec, 
/, D = [ Ipo.10^ 
\i 
PpCrlO? 
Ol" 
E?fric_|JO d;)nv3s/G5'' at a distance r cms from the source. 
8r2 
A,1b 
As well as a reduction in sound pressure due to dispersion, there 
is a further reduction due to absorption in the sea water. This 
absorption is dependent on frequency (E.I.O, Internal Report Alo. I3) 
and at ^0 kq/s is approximately 12 db/kilometre. 
This absorption is given by 
I' = I.IO'G^ 
where a is the absorption ooefficient and is frequency dependent. 
Including this effect the received sound pressure p' is 
_(r 
/' p' = p.10 2 dynes/cm" 
= 10 2 8r^ d}T.ios/om 
at 50 ko/s d = 10 
2 
This sound, pressur.') when it reaches the hydrophone should, ho 
greater than the baolcground, noise level in the water. The background, 
noise is depanient on the aoa state, bandwidth of the reeelvlng 
hydrophoneand th3 frsquenoy range covered. The backj^round noise in 
the sea decreases logarithaically with increase of frequency but to a 
first approximation it may be regarded as a linear decrease if the 
bandwidth is small. 
At 50 ko/s the back[rounl noise energy in sea state 6 per unit 
bandwidth is 60 db down relative to (1 dyne/o5^)^. This means that 
for a 1 cyclc/sGc. bandwidth tlie noise level is 1/1000 d^me/oa^. 
Sinoe the total noise energy is proportional to bandwidth, tho 
total noise pressure will be proportional to the snuare-root of the 
bandwidth, (Since Energy Pressure^). 
Since the depth telemeter has a band\Tidth of 6OOO cyolos/seo, the 
total background noise pressure =1/1000% V^OOO = 0*08 dyne/cm^ for 
anonnirdireotional hydrophone. 
However, the receiving hydrophone is directional, and just as 
directionality increased the apparent output power of the ti'ansmitter, 
so it will reduce the power of the apparent background noiae. 
The hydroj^ 'hone and transmitters have beam ,angles of 30° between 
half-power points. This gives a solid angle 8 = 2T(t - cos I5) = 0"24, 
Tims the power of the apparent badlcground noise ia reduced by a factor 
of 0'2l|y''4-ir, 
Thorerore on the receiver tho b^cknrourA ^^iso ^ill c^^^ar to be 
Therefore the pressure is reduced by a factor of j 
= 0'08 X 'ly::o/- 2 cm 
Thororore if we reouire a signal to r^tio of 1:1 we require a 
pressure of 0-01 l^ ru/cu^ ^ frou tho transmitter. 
Let us specify a range of 1 kilometre,i.e. r = 10^ cms. 
Then p' = 10 2 I dynes/cm^. 
Sr^' 
Let E = 75^^ P = 1 gra^/oo, c = 1500.10^ om/sec. 
n 2 
Giving W = 2-2 
In practice W = 500 mW which gives at 1000 metres p' = 4^/5 dynes/om 
i.e. a signal to roise ratio of 475:1. 
2 
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7 / 4 0 BESS. BUNCHED CONDUCTOR 
F I N I S H :- TAPED 1/2" LAP, 9 / 1 6 " RAYON 
INDUCTANCE TO BE 2 0 m H * \OVo 
( I B ) THERE ARE NO LOOSE WIRES INSIDE I T S HOUSING 
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MUST NOT BE CONNECTED DIRECTLY 
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( T 2 ) 
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Sy. 8 T 30 S.WG. 
( T 3 ) 
CORE: LA 2 5 0 3 
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Sy. 75 T 32 S.W.G. 
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